ABSTRACT: Prosodic and syntactic constraints conflict with each other. This is particularly evident in the expression of focus, where the best position for main stress does not necessarily match the best syntactic position for the focused constituent. But focus and stress must match, therefore either stress or the focused constituent must renounce their best position violating either the syntactic or the prosodic constraints responsible for them.
Introduction
Constraints on prosodic and syntactic well-formedness make conflicting demands on linguistic structures. The conflict emerges most clearly when considering the expression of new information focus in Italian and English. In focus-neutral contexts, both languages assign stress rightmost and share a head-initial SVO syntactic layout. This canonical pattern occurs when focus affects the entire clause, as when answering a question like 'what happened?'. An example follows in (1) below with focus marked as 'f' and main stress in capital.
(1) a. English:
[ The conflict between prosody and syntax is unleashed whenever focus is restricted to a nonfinal constituent in the clause. The condition that focus be stressed requires that the focused constituent and main stress be matched with each other, forcing one or the other to abandon their canonical position. For example, when the subject is focused, either the subject preserves its canonical syntactic position and stress shifts leftwards, as in the English example in (2) below, or main stress preserves its canonical rightmost prosodic position and the subject occurs clause finally, as in the Italian sentence in (3). Minimalism also disallows constraint conflicts and therefore has no principled way to detect them. For this reason, Zubizarreta is obliged to introduce a device in the grammar of Italian that detects the mismatch between the positions of stress and focus (Zubizarreta, 1998:139-140) . This device requires a structural representation of the mismatch in its definition which is equivalent to equipping grammar with meta-knowledge about the structures that will emerge from its assembling operations. Once a principled theory of constraint conflict is in place such devices become unnecessary.
The absence of a theory of constraint conflict also prevents Zubizarreta from considering the full range of possible resolutions for the conflict that she identified. In particular, it prevented her from recognizing that the Italian and English focus patterns constitute symmetric solutions of the same conflict among the same constraints in both languages. Her analysis, instead, is forced to capture the differences between the two languages via language-specific parameters. These too become unnecessary once a theory of constraint conflict is in place.
An OT-approach to Prosody-Syntax interaction
Reanalyzing Zubizarreta's core insights in the context of a principled theory of constraint conflict like Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993) provides us with a model of the prosody-syntax interface free of the problematic aspects mentioned above and covering a wide set of focus paradigms. Under optimality theory universal well-formedness constraints may conflict with each other. The grammar of each language corresponds to a specific ranking of the conflicting constraints. Conflicts are resolved in a principled fashion with lower ranked constraints yielding to higher ones. Therefore different rankings of the same constraints determine different conflict resolutions, giving rise to crosslinguistic variation. 1 The conflict between syntax and prosody is inherent to the universal constraints on prosodic and syntactic representations identified in the last two decades of linguistic research. With respect to prosody, I will consider the constraints in Truckenbrodt (1995 Truckenbrodt ( , 1999 governing prosodic structure and eventually favoring rightmost main stress as a side-effect (see also Prince 1983 , Selkirk 1984 . Nespor & Vogel 1986 , Halle & Vergnaud 1987 , Hayes 1995 .
These constraints conflict with the syntactic constraints EPP and Stay (Grimshaw 1993 (Grimshaw , 1997 ) which disfavor divergence from the <S V O IO> canonical order of the languages examined here. In Italian, high-ranked prosodic constraints force stress rightmost even when this violates EPP and Stay, giving rise to clause-final focus. In English, where EPP and Stay are not dominated by prosodic constraints, the canonical syntactic order is preserved at the cost of prosodic wellformedness, with stress abandoning the favored rightmost position to match the position of focused constituents.
1 Non OT-practitioners will be able to follow the analysis through the explanations provided throughout the paper. For the interested readers, a simple algorithm for assessing grammaticality under constraint ranking is provided below (adapted from Prince & Smolensky 1993) . (i) A grammar is identified by a ranking of the universal constraints of UG.
(ii) Grammaticality is defined relative to a constraint ranking in the following way:
-Different linguistic structures compete for grammatical status under the given ranking.
-For any two structures, let C be the highest constraint not violated an equal number of times by both structures, then the structure violating C the least eliminates the other. -The best available structure, i.e. the one that eliminates all other competitors, is optimal and attains grammatical status under the ranking at hand. All other structures are ungrammatical.
As we will examine in detail in §5, a syntactic analysis of stress becomes unnecessary because syntactic and prosodic constraints simultaneously assess all possible combinations of syntactic and prosodic representations. The combination that best satisfies a given constraint ranking is grammatical under the corresponding language. The analysis of stress thus remains firmly rooted in prosodic theory. Detecting conflicts is equally unnecessary, since each language dictates how conflicts are resolved through its constraint ranking. There is no need to describe conflicting representations before they arise.
Most significantly, the conflict between syntax and prosody identified by Zubizarreta emerges as a central property of grammar organization. Consequently its effects are widespread both within and across languages. Language internally, I will show how Italian quantifier focus and focus under right dislocation diverge from the familiar clause-final focus paradigm in ways that are unexpected outside a constraint conflict approach. Crosslinguistically, I will show how alternative rankings of the same constraints account for specific focus paradigms in English and French and also for the focus-induced prosodic patterns examined in Truckenbrodt (1995 Truckenbrodt ( , 1999 for Chichewa, Chi Mwi:ni and Kimatuumbi. I will also speculate about how the same prosodic constraints may derive the lack of a single culminant sentential stress in Chichewa.
Independent OT-analyses similar in spirit but using different constraints and examining different sets of languages have been pursued in Truckenbrodt (1998) , Gutierrez-Bravo (2000) , Büring & Gutierrez-Bravo (2002) , Büring (2001 Büring ( , 2002 Büring ( , 2003 , Keller & Alexopoulou (2001) , Szendröi (2001 Szendröi ( , 2002 , and Dehé (to appear). A property distinguishing among OT analyses concerns the hypothesis that prosodic and syntactic constraints form constraint blocks, as proposed in Szendröi (2001) . Here I will argue for the opposite position, using the analyses of Italian and French to show that prosodic and syntactic constraints can intermingle.
I start in §2 with the main structural assumptions and constraints. The analysis of Italian follows in §3 while §4 examines its extension to English, French and Chichewa. Section §5 examines stress assignment in Bengali, German, Italian and English and highlights the problematic aspects of syntactic models of stress. A brief discussion of the issues raised by this proposal concludes this study in §6.
Structural Assumptions and Universal Constraints
The following four sections characterize the set of structures competing for grammatical status and define the constraints assessing them.
Properties of Competing Structures
Following Grimshaw (1993 Grimshaw ( , 1997 and Chomsky (1992 Chomsky ( , 1995 , competing syntactic structures are built from an enumeration of lexical and functional items projecting their own phrasal projections and merging together in the familiar specifier, complement, and adjunct relations.
Note that Italian and French past-participles will be assumed to always raise to a higher projection than VP, an operation which explains their occurrence to the left of VP-stranded floating quantifiers (Belletti 1990 ). The related analysis can be easily determined along Vikner's (2001) analysis of V-to-I movement but it is omitted here because orthogonal to the prosodysyntax interaction.
I also assume that clause-final focus, including clause-final focused subjects, always involves leftward scrambling of any material generated to its right (Kayne 1994 :77, Ordoñez 1997 , Pinto 1997 , Zubizarreta 1998 , Frascarelli 2000 , Costa 1998 ). Yet, nothing essential in this work hinges on this view of syntax and the proposed conflict-base approach is also compatible with the rightward movement operations defended in Büring & Hartmann (1997) and Ackema & Neeleman (2002) .
With respect to prosody, I closely follow Truckenbrodt's (1995 Truckenbrodt's ( , 1999 analysis of the relation between prosodic structure and main stress that has emerged over the last twenty years of prosodic research. Following Selkirk (1984 Selkirk ( , 1986 Selkirk ( , 1995 , Hammond (1984) , Halle & Vergnaud (1987) and Hayes (1995) , prosodic structure is organized in a layered hierarchy of prosodic constituents represented as a bracketed grid. The head of each constituent is represented via a grid-mark 'x' while round brackets indicate a constituent's boundaries. Each head projects into the next higher layer but only some are selected as heads for the constituents in the higher layer.
For example, in (4) below each lexical item is parsed into a phonological word headed by the most prominent syllable. Phonological words are in turn parsed into phonological phrases (P-phrases) headed by the most prominent phonological word and P-phrases are parsed into an intonational phrase (I-phrase) headed by the most prominent P-phrase. The utterance phrase (U-phrase) encompasses the whole sentence and here coincides with the only available I-phrase. Since they are easily recoverable, I will henceforth omit phonological words and whenever possible utterance phrases as well. Note that whenever only one I-phrase is present, its head identifies main stress since it necessarily also becomes the head of the omitted U-phrase.
The prosodic representation satisfies the two conditions below. The first establishes a one-toone relation between prosodic constituents and their heads (Hayes 1995) . The second organizes prosodic constituents into hierarchical layers, with each layer exhaustively parsed into the next higher one in accord with Selkirk's Strict Layer Hypothesis (1984 .
(5) Conditions on prosodic structures:
each prosodic constituent has one and only one head.
Strict Layering: each prosodic constituent of layer j is dominated by another constituent of layer j or j+1 in accord with the prosodic hierarchy.
These conditions exclude structures like (6) and (7) below. Structure (6) fails to parse the second P-phrase into an I-phrase while (7) fails to head its second P-phrase. Compare them with the legitimate structures in (8) and (9), with main stress falling clause finally in (8) and clause initially in (9), depending on which P-phrase is selected as head for the I-phrase. The conditions in (5) above allow for recursive prosodic layers. Prosodic recursion is defended in Ladd (1986) and Selkirk (1995:443) and is necessary for Truckenbrodt's analysis of Kimatuumbi, which is part of the overall typology predicted here. Nevertheless for reasons of space I will omit prosodic recursion from most of this study. Its ungrammatical status in the relevant languages follows when the constraint NonRec against prosodic recursion (Truckenbrodt 1995 (Truckenbrodt , 1999 Deevy 1995) is sufficiently high in the constraint hierarchy, as discussed in §4.3.
I will also restrict the analysis to clauses with prosodically light arguments to enable their inclusion into the same P-phrase of the selecting verb (Nespor & Vogel 1986) . This is necessary to abstract away from the finer grained weight and rhythm constraints governing the prosodic parsing of complex sentences proposed by Mirco Ghini (1993) . 2 I will also parse simple root IP-clauses in a single intonational phrase (Nespor & Vogel 1986:189) but Italian right dislocated constituents in separate intonational phrases as shown necessary by Frascarelli (2000:35) .
Going back to the prosodic representation in (4) above, note how the layered heads determine a rhythmic grid which identifies main and secondary stress, with main stress falling on 'granchi' (crabs) and secondary stress on 'Marilù'. Main and secondary stress share an identical nature, both emerging from the grid's prominence peaks. Their position -always represented prior to the effect of rhythmic rules on secondary stress-is determined by the location of the heads in each prosodic constituent. It is this fundamental similarity of main and secondary stress and their dependency on prosodic constituency that is missed under the purely syntactic analyses of stress proposed in Zubizarreta (1998) or Cinque (1993:260) .
Any linguistic structure obtained by combining together legitimate syntactic and prosodic structures may compete for grammatical status. Prosodic and syntactic structures vary independently of one another. Two competitors may share the same syntactic structure but differ in prosodic structure. Alternatively, they may share a similar prosodic structure but differ in 2 The inclusion of these constraints does not significantly affect the analysis but makes its exposition less transparent. There is also some minor disagreement between Ghini (1993:60) and Frascarelli (2000:32) on whether prosodic restructuring of objects can occur under sentence-wide focus. Here I follow Ghini (1993:47-48) , who maintains that simple nouns introduced by determiners and prepositions remain sufficiently light to restructure into the precedent P-phrase. Two of Ghini's examples follow below.
(i) (Daró un libro ) P (a Gianni) P (Ex. 63, Ghini 1993, page 74) give.FUT.1sg a book to John I will give a book to John (ii) (Esaminerano il caso) P (gli esperti) P (Ex. 62, Ghini 1993 , page 73) examine.FUT.3pl the case the experts The experts will examine the case syntactic structure. Which combination is grammatical is determined by the constraints introduced below. 3
The Stress-Focus Constraint
The data examined in this study always concern simple question answer pairs where focus affects a single constituent in the answer, namely the one corresponding to the wh-phrase (Halliday 1967 :207, Rochemont & Culicover 1990 . For example, question (10) below focuses the entire VP of the corresponding answer, while question (11) only focuses the subject 'John'. The focused constituent is always marked by the subscript 'f' and corresponds to the constituent marked as 'FOC' in the focus representation of Selkirk (1984) . (10 Jackendoff's (1972) observation that focus phrases are more prominent than non-focused ones is formalized in the Stress-Focus constraint below (henceforth 'SF'). SF demands that a focused phrase XP f be prosodically prominent in its focus domain, i.e. associated to a higher grid-mark column than any non-focused phrase YP within the same domain, where the focus domain in the data considered here always coincides with the entire sentence.
(12) Stress-Focus (SF): For any XP f and YP in the focus domain of XP f , XP f is prosodically more prominent than YP.
The SF constraint is adapted from Truckenbrodt's Focus constraint (1995:11) and is analogous to Zubizarreta's Focus Prominence Rule (1998:21) . It is also similar to Schwarzschild's requirement that focus must be accented (1999:170) and it is entailed by Selkirk's Pitch Accent Prominence Rule (1995:563) , which maintains that syllables carrying pitch accents -i.e. F-features eventually determining focus-are more prominent than non-accented ones. 4 SF penalizes those competitors that fail to stress focus. For example, SF is satisfied by A3 and A2 in (13) below but violated by A1 where main stress falls outside the focused VP. 3 The complexity of the representation does not undermine a precise assessment of what structure is grammatical in each language. Syntactic structures are determined by the standard diagnostics. Prosodic boundaries follow from phonological phenomena sensitive to them. These include clashinduced stress retraction (a.k.a. 'iambic reversal'), blocked at P-boundaries in Italian and English, Italian gemination (a.k.a. 'raddoppiamento sintattico') blocked by P-boundaries, Italian consonantal lenition and spiranthization, blocked by I-boundaries (Nespor & Vogel 1986 , Ghini 1993 , Frascarelli 2000 , and English prevocalic flapping of /t/ and /d/, blocked by U-boundaries (Nespor & Vogel 1986 , Hayes 1989 . For further discussion see Nespor & Vogel (1986) , Ghini (1993), and Frascarelli (2000) for Italian, Fery (2000) for French, Truckenbrodt (1995) and Downing (2002 Downing ( , 2003 and therein references for Bantu languages, Hayes & Lahiri (1991) for Bengali, and Ladd (1986) , Nespor & Vogel (1986) , and Hayes (1989 Hayes ( , 1995 for English. 4 For an optimality analysis of focus marking see Schwarzschild (1999) where the constituent being focused emerges from competing F-feature distributions. The distribution that minimizes Ffeatures while preventing F-marking of discourse given information is selected as optimal. John has [written a letter] f .
John has [written a letter] f .
SF cannot govern where stress falls within a focused phrase. The choice between A2 and A3 above must follow from the constraints governing prosodic well-formedness. When sufficiently high ranked SF unleashes the conflict between prosodic and syntactic constraints because it requires the focused constituent to carry the highest prominence even when its best syntactic position does not coincide with the best location for main stress.
Syntactic Constraints
Ideally, any known syntactic requirement affecting movement, X-bar structure, Case and Theta-assignment should be part of the examined syntactic constraints. For reasons of space, most of this analysis is restricted to the constraints Stay and EPP proposed in Grimshaw (1993 Grimshaw ( , 1997 and defined below. These fairly uncontroversial constraints are sufficient for most of our purposes and have been used under various names in a large number of OT-analyses, including Grimshaw & Samek-Lodovici (1995 , Samek-Lodovici (1996a , Bakovic (1998) , Ackema & Neeleman (1998) , Costa (1998 Costa ( , 2001 , Müller (2001), and Vikner (2001) . (14) Stay. No traces.
EPP.
Clauses have subjects.
The Stay constraint is rooted in Chomsky's economy of movement (1991, 1992, 1995) and is violated once by each trace (or copy under copy theory). Recent work by Grimshaw (2001) derives economy of movement from universal constraints on syntactic structures. These may eventually replace Stay, raising the prospect of finer grained prosody-syntax interactions than those examined in this work.
The EPP constraint renames Grimshaw's 'Subject' constraint and corresponds to Chomsky's Extended Projection Principle (1982) . Following Grimshaw (1997:390) , I assume it to follow from the requirement that the highest A-specifier -or the specifier of I-related heads such as Tº, Agrº, Negº-be overtly filled, which, as Grimshaw notes leaves the choice open to the theoretical development of the notions of 'A-specifier' and 'I-related head'. Following Grimshaw & Samek-Lodovici (1995 , I also assume that null expletives do not exist and that postverbal subjects simply leave the preverbal subject position unfilled, violating EPP (SamekLodovici 1996a, Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1999).
Prosodic Constraints
The prosodic constraints govern the mapping of syntactic structures into prosodic constituents and the position of prosodic heads. Collectively, the constraints considered here favor rightmost stress.
The first two constraints, Wrap and StressXP, govern the parsing of syntactic structures into P-phrases as defined in (15) and (16) below. They are imported from Truckenbrodt (1995:13,85) where they are used to explain the prosodic effects of focus in Chi Mwi:ni, Chichewa, and Kimatuumbi (see also Truckenbrodt 1997 , Selkirk 1984 .
Each lexically headed XP is contained inside a phonological phrase P.
(16) StressXP: Each lexically headed XP must contain a phrasal stress (where 'phrasal stress' refers to the head of a phonological phrase P).
The Wrap constraint requires that all lexical items in a lexical projection be contained within a single P-phrase. Like Truckenbrodt, I assume Wrap to be categorical, i.e. violated at most once independently of how many P-phrases boundaries cut into a projection. This assumption is necessary for the prosodic analysis of Chichewa ditransitives discussed in §4.3.
The constraint StressXP requires that one of the lexical items in a lexical projection XP be promoted to head of a P-phrase. The head of the P-phrase counts as 'phrasal stress,' explaining the name of the constraint, and should not be confused with main stress, which only occurs at the utterance level.
When a phrasal XP-node consists of multiple XP-segments, as is the case with adjuncts, Wrap and StressXP need only hold of the lowest segment. 5 As Truckenbrodt showed, under this definition Wrap and StressXP distinguish head-adjunct pairs from head-argument ones, making prosodic structures and eventually main stress sensitive to complement selection.
In presence of adjuncts Wrap and StressXP favor parsing each item on a P-phrase of their own, see (17) When a single argument is present, as in (18) below, Wrap and StressXP favor parsing argument and predicate into a single P-phrase headed on the argument. Phrasal stress falls on the argument because this simultaneously satisfies StressXP relative to both the argument and the VP. Phrasal stress on V would fail StressXP relative to the argument DP and phrasal stress on both items requires two P-phrases, failing Wrap. The order of the items is irrelevant. ' (1984:337) both asserting the invisibility of function words with respect to prosodic constraints. Lexical items raising into inflectional heads, however, will be assumed to remain lexical as far as Wrap and StressXP are concerned. This assumption is necessary to properly analyze Italian past-participles where verbs head-adjoined onto higher past-participle morphemes are still parsed within the same P-phrase of the following object. The consequences for the prosodic parsing of finite verbs raised into Iº is examined in section §5.2.
The last set of constraints, also from Truckenbrodt (1995) , governs the position of heads in prosodic constituents, requiring them to occur rightmost (see also Prince 1983 , Nespor & Vogel 1986 , McCarthy & Prince 1993 . Rightmost prominence is also required across utterance phrases via the constraint Head-U (Nespor & Vogel 1986:223) . The definitions follow the familiar format of alignment constraints in McCarthy & Prince (1993) here extended to prosodic categories above the phonological word (Wiltshire 1998) .
(19) Head-P (H-P). Align(P-phrase, R, Head(P-phrase), R)
Align the right boundary of every phonological phrase with its head.
Head-I (H-I).
Align(I-phrase, R, Head(I-phrase), R) Align the right boundary of every intonational phrase with its head.
Head-U (H-U). Align(U, R, Head(U), R) Align the right boundary of every utterance phrase U with its head.
These constraints are gradient, violated once for every position separating the head from the right edge of its prosodic phrase. 6 For example, each of the three P-phrases in (20) below satisfies H-P, whereas H-I is violated twice because two potential head positions separate the head of the I-phrase from its right edge. Unused positions are marked as '_'.
Mary likes John ß H-I violated twice.
As Truckenbrodt points out, once combined with Wrap and StressXP the above constraints favor the alignment of a P-phrase's right boundary with the syntactic right boundary of lexical maximal projections, thus entailing the effects of Selkirk's (1995:456) alignment constraints without mentioning this specific relation in their definitions (for an OT-analysis of the prosodysyntax interaction in terms of Selkirk's constraints see Szendröi 2001) .
Focus Induced Prosody-Syntax Interaction
From a descriptive point of view Italian appears to simultaneously allow for focus fronting, focus in situ, and rightward focus. Of these three paradigms the one most relevant for the syntaxprosody interface is rightward focus, which includes rightmost focus but also less well known cases of rightward but non-rightmost focus. Focus fronting and focus in situ emerge when rightward focus co-occurs with right dislocation; I return to them in §3.5.1.
The most well known instance of rightward focus is focus in clause-final position, which has been firmly established by a great number of studies, including Antinucci & Cinque (1977) , Calabrese (1982 Calabrese ( , 1992 , Zubizarreta (1994 Zubizarreta ( , 1998 , Belletti & Shlonsky (1995) , Samek-Lodovici (1996a) , Pinto (1997), and Frascarelli (2000) . Consider first the canonical case where an entire clause is focused, as in (21) As noticed by an anonymous reviewer, under specific circumstances subjects may occur postverbally even within a focused clause. For example, question Q in (i) below can be answered with a preverbal subject, as in A1 below, or a postverbal one, as in A2. The only difference is a slight hint that the subject has been or will be a discourse topic in A1 but not in A2. For example, A1 appears a more natural choice if discourse proceeds with a null subject referring to the police (see Samek-Lodovici 1996a) . Subjects may also remain postverbal when specIP is occupied by an invisible locative (Pinto 1997 These cases show that constraints governing the expression of topics or the distribution of empty locatives might interact with the EPP constraint in determining the position of subjects in sentence-wide focus contexts. These cases however do not concern the syntax-prosody interface, which plays no relevant role in their analysis. They are also no exception to the paradigm under study, because focused clauses constitute trivial instances of clause-final focus, and can therefore be henceforth safely ignored.
When only the subject is focused, however, it can always occur clause finally, see A1 in (22) below. Furthermore, if main stress remains rightmost the subject cannot occur preverbally, see A2. A first such case occurs when focus co-occurs with right dislocation. The latter is a clause bound operation that optionally dislocates discourse-given constituents to the right periphery of the clause (Vallduví 1992 , Zubizarreta 1994 , Samek-Lodovici 1996b , Cecchetto 1999 . Right dislocated phrases are easily recognized because they can be doubled by a clitic, may freely follow locative and temporal adjuncts, are always preceded by an intonational break, and can be preceded by an optional pause (here represented by a comma). Crucially, focus must always precede right dislocated constituents. For example, if a dislocated object is present, a rightward focused subject will still occur to the right of the verb but must precede the dislocated object; compare (25) and (26) below. Similar examples can be produced at will.
(25) Lo ha bevuto GIANNI f , il vino
Context: Who has drunk the wine? it has drunk John, the wine JOHN drank it, the wine (26) * Lo ha bevuto, il vino GIANNI f
Context: Who has drunk the wine? it has drunk, the wine John
The second case of rightward but non-rightmost focus concerns focused quantifiers and was first observed by Frascarelli (2000:38) with respect to contrastive focus, but it carries over to new information focus. The nominal constituent containing focus occurs rightmost but the focused quantifier itself must precede the noun. An example is shown in A1 in (27) below, where the object containing the quantifier occurs to the right of the indirect object and hence clause finally, whereas focusing the quantifier itself in rightmost position produces the severely ungrammatical answers in A2 and A3 
1sg given to Mary cherries three
The bare noun following the quantifier in A1 above is not right dislocated. Right dislocated bare-nouns require doubling by the clitic ne 'of-them' and must be preceded by the preposition di 'of', which is responsible for their case marking; see (28) below. The bare noun in A1 above lacks all these properties. Furthermore, unlike genuine right dislocated phrases it cannot follow locative and temporal adjuncts, see (29) and (30) Examples with rightward but non-rightmost focused quantifiers can be produced at will by changing the verb or the numeral involved. Which argument is quantified is also irrelevant. Cases involving quantified subjects will be examined in §3.3.
The right dislocation and quantifier cases just surveyed show that Italian clause-final focus is just an instance of a more general paradigm involving rightward but not necessarily rightmost focus. Language-internal distributions of this kind are not easily captured by parametric accounts because parameters cannot switch value within the same grammar (Samek-Lodovici 1996a , McCarthy 2002 . Once interpreted in terms of constraint conflict, however, the same distribution emerges naturally from the interaction of the proposed constraints. As the next few sections will show, rightmost focus occurs because main stress is pushed rightmost by the prosodic constraints and this in turn pulls focus rightmost to satisfy the stress-focus constraint SF at the cost of lower ranked syntactic constraints. Whenever higher-ranked constraints prevent stress from occurring rightmost, the prosodic constraints do not cease to push stress as far to the right as possible, producing rightward but non-rightmost focalization.
I start with sentence-wide focus, where no syntax-prosody interaction may occur, then move to rightmost focus, and finally consider rightward but non-rightmost focus. I only examine competitors that outperform the grammatical structure on at least one constraint since any other alternative is necessarily worse and therefore ungrammatical Smolensky 1993, Samek-Lodovici and Prince 1999) . Where convenient I omit constraints that are violated in equal measure by all competitors under discussion because they cannot affect the outcome of the competition.
Sentence-wide Focus
When focus is sentence-wide, stress necessarily matches focus, thereby satisfying SF. The prosodic constraints can then be satisfied independently of the syntactic ones, with prosodic constraints favoring rightmost stress and syntactic constraints favoring preverbal subjects and unmoved internal arguments; see the example below involving an intransitive verb. Constraint interaction is best examined via comparative tableaux like T1 below, adapted from Prince (2000) . The grammatical structure is given in row (a) with its constraint violations, while ungrammatical alternatives are listed in the bottom row(s) with their violations. To avoid cluttering the tableaux with too much information, I have left all traces unindexed. They are easily identified, given that the trace of the subject occurs leftmost in the VP, followed by the trace of the verb, followed by that of the object and indirect object (if they are present).
The constraints are ordered left to right by decreasing rank and marked in losers' rows as 'W' when favoring the winner and 'L' when favoring the loser. As Prince notes, W-and L-marked constraints are the only ones relevant to the competition because the observed grammatical structure wins if and only if at least one W-marked constraint dominates all the L-marked constraints favoring the loser.
In the case at hand, structure (a) with a preverbal subject beats the alternative in (b), stranding the subject clause finally. SF is satisfied by both structures and thus remains neutral. The prosodic constraints, including the omitted StressXP and Wrap, are also all satisfied by both competitors. The position of the subject is determined by the syntactic constraints alone, with EPP outranking Stay as proposed in Grimshaw & Samek-Lodovici (1995 .
Clause-final Focus
When the subject is focused, the very same clause-final subject structure that is ungrammatical under sentence-wide focus becomes grammatical. 9 The prosodic constraints place stress rightmost as in (a) in T2 below. SF in turn forces focus to match the position of stress, thus favoring a clause-final subject even if this violates lower ranked syntactic constraints. For example, the preverbal-subject alternative in (b) fares better on EPP but is ungrammatical because stress no longer matches focus, failing the higher ranked SF constraint. The EPP violation that is fatal to postverbal subjects under sentence-wide focus is thus imposed by the SF>>EPP ranking when focus applies to the subject alone.
SF and EPP can be satisfied both at once by placing stress on a preverbal subject as in (b) below, which is also the structure selected by English for this focus context. 10 This structure however fails to right-align the head of the I-phrase and thus violates H-I. Its ungrammatical status shows that Italian ranks the prosodic constraint H-I above the syntactic constraint EPP, and, since EPP outranks Stay, above Stay as well.
A variant of the above competitor parses the entire sentence into a single P-phrase with a misaligned leftmost head that violates H-P, see (b) below. This structure also violates StressXP because it lacks phrasal stress on VP. Structure (a) emerges victorious once again because prosodic constraints -here either StressXP or H-P-outrank the syntactic constraints EPP and Stay (the latter again by transitivity given that EPP>>Stay).
The above tableaux exhaust the competitors that might outperform the grammatical structure (a) by avoiding the associated EPP and Stay violations. Any other structure consistent with the assumptions in §2 necessarily incurs the same violations of (a) and hence cannot outperform it. Italian rightmost focused subjects are thus forced rightwards by SF and the prosodic constraints favoring rightward stress at the cost of the lower ranked syntactic constraints.
The same analysis extends to rightmost focused arguments and verbs. Here, I only consider focused objects like the one in (23) above because they provide evidence for further ranking relations between syntactic and prosodic constraints. As in the above analysis for subjects, clausefinal focused objects like the one in (a) below outperform objects remaining in situ like the one in (b) where stress becomes non-final. Structure (a) costs one more Stay violation than (b) due to the leftward shifted indirect object but satisfies H-I. Its grammatical status confirms the higher rank of prosodic H-I relative to syntactic Stay already observed in T3 above.
The grammatical structure (a) fails to wrap the verb and its arguments into a single P-phrase. Further movement of the indirect object as in (b) below avoids this Wrap violation but costs an additional Stay violation. The grammatical status of (a) thus requires Stay to outrank Wrap, showing that prosodic and syntactic constraints can be intermingled, a property that will emerge again in the analysis of French and which I will return to in §6.
Perfect wrapping can also be attained by parsing the projection headed by the raised V into a single P-phrase, as in (b) in T7 below. This structure violates StressXP on the indirect argument and its ungrammatical status reveals the prosody-internal ranking StressXP>>Wrap.
The ranking relations uncovered so far, which are responsible for Italian rightmost focus, are listed below. The prosodic constraints H-I together with either H-P or StressXP force stress rightmost. SF in turn forces focus to match this rightmost position even when this violates the lower ranked EPP and Stay. (32) {SF, H-I} >> EPP >> Stay >> Wrap;
StressXP >> Wrap.
Focused Quantifiers
Focused quantifiers provide our first case of rightward but non-rightmost focus. An example involving quantified subjects follows in (33) below. The subject is headed by the quantifier as shown in (34). Like the object cases in §3 above, only the quantifier is focused: sentence (33) is a legitimate answer to the quantifier focusing question Q1 in (35) below but not to subject focusing question Q2, whose answer requires stress on bambini 'children'. The entire subject occurs clause finally, displaced from its canonical preverbal position, but the focused quantifier itself cannot do so; compare (33) above with the severely ungrammatical (36) and (37) Any adequate analysis of Italian clause-final focus must explain why quantifiers of this kind cannot focus clause finally while the constituent they project can, even though it is not itself focused. To answer this question we need to identify what blocks extraction of the nominal complement out of the quantifier projection, since this operation would enable the quantifier to focus clause finally. Frascarelli (2000) proposes that the complement constitutes a non-maximal projection and therefore cannot move. I prefer to capitalize on the observation that the quantifier blocks trace government by the preceding verb. Extraction of a bare NP from a governed position is actually possible, see the declarative clause and its object extraction counterpart in (41) below, but it is blocked when the NP is quantified, see (42) . (41) Focusing the quantifier in rightmost position is thus prevented by the T-Gov constraint from Grimshaw (1997) which requires traces (or copies under copy-theory) to be governed by an appropriate governor (Rizzi 1990 ); its definition follows below. (43) T-Gov. A trace is governed.
Focused quantifiers cannot occur rightmost because extracting their complement violates T-Gov. For example, the non-final focused quantifier of (33) above repeated in (a) below violates H-P, StressXP, and EPP but nevertheless beats the alternative with rightmost focus in (b) because it satisfies the higher ranked T-Gov.
SF requires focus to match stress but this time H-I cannot pull stress rightmost because T-Gov prevents focus from occurring there. Stress is instead pulled as far to the right as is consistent with T-Gov and SF by placing the entire subject rightmost. As (a) in T9 below shows, this structure fails EPP, StressXP, and H-P but provides a better aligned I-head thus satisfying H-I. The preverbal subject alternative in (b) satisfies all above constraints but fatally violates the higher-ranked H-I.
Conflict-based constraint interaction thus captures the fundamental similarity between rightmost and rightward but non-rightmost focus. In both cases stress is pulled rightward by the prosodic constraints and focus matches stress due to SF. Their complementary distribution follows from the need to simultaneously satisfy SF and T-Gov, which determines how far right stress and focus can be placed.
In comparison with structural approaches, the above analysis need not posit any ad-hoc devices or rules to explain why the constituent containing focus may occur in rightmost position even though it is not itself focused. Quantifier focus also challenges any approach relying on a syntactic account of stress because it constitutes an exception to the rightmost-stress generalization. For example the stress system proposed in Zubizarreta (1998) , which assigns prosodic prominence to rightward syntactic branches, would incorrectly assign stress to the quantifier complement. This problem cannot be corrected by assuming that the complement is invisible to stress, as Zubizarreta assumes for English unfocused phrases, because prosodic visibility is a necessary prerequisite for her analysis of clause-final focus cases.
Finally, note that the above analysis further supports the case for constraint intermingling since it requires T-Gov to outrank the prosodic constraints H-P and StressXP, which in turn were previously found to dominate EPP and Stay.
Focus under Right Dislocation
Right dislocation constructions provide the second case where main stress and focus occur rightward but not rightmost. Right dislocated phrases never occur outside their own clause 11 (Cecchetto 1999 ), yet focus precedes all dislocated phrases and carries main stress. For example, a postverbal focused subject followed by a right dislocated indirect object has the prosodic structure shown below, with stress occurring non-finally on the subject and the dislocated object within an I-phrase of its own (right dislocated phrases always require their own I-phrase; see Frascarelli 2000) . Kayne in Cecchetto (1999) and anticipated in Kayne (1994) where right dislocated constituents raise leftwards to the specifier of a topic projection followed by raising of the entire IP-remnant to the specifier of a second immediately higher projection. 12 The corresponding structure for (44) above is given below. Note that the focused subject occurs postverbally within the raised IP but it is no longer final within the clause root node 'Topic2'. (45) Topic2
Once again any adequate analysis of Italian rightward focus must explain on one hand why right dislocation prevents focus from occurring rightmost in its clause and on the other why focused constituents are still forced to occur rightward even though they cannot occur rightmost.
With respect to the first question, I simply assume that discourse-given constituents tagged for right dislocation must raise to Kayne's topic projection and follow any non-tagged constituents. This requirement is formalized through the RD constraint below which is violated once for every constituent that follows a right dislocated constituent 13 . Note that RD does not affect any of the 12 Other analyses are possible, including one discussed by Cecchetto (1999) as well as alternatives based on rightward adjunction. Selecting one or the other does not affect the argument developed in this section. 13 Multiple dislocations necessarily violate RD but that does not prevent it from forcing dislocation. Consider the competition between (i) and (ii) below under the assumption that the object and indirect object are tagged for dislocation and that the indirect object dislocates in (i) but not in (ii). Condition (b) of RD is necessarily violated once in both structures because one of the dislocated items will necessarily follow the other, but condition (a) of RD is violated only by (ii), making it suboptimal whenever RD is sufficiently high-ranked. OT-analyses proposed so far because none of the considered structures contained phrases tagged for right dislocation.
(46) RD: Discourse given constituents tagged for right dislocation occur (a) in the specifier of a topic projection, and (b) rightmost within their clause.
When RD is ranked sufficiently high, as in Italian, it forces focus to precede any right dislocated constituents, even if this worsen the right-alignment of the prosodic heads eventually responsible for main stress. This point is illustrated in tableaux T10 below. The right dislocation structure (44) repeated in (a) fails to place stress rightmost in the utterance violating H-U. Alternative (b) with rightmost focus and rightmost stress satisfies H-U and incurs fewer Stay violations, but the right dislocated constituents fail to occur rightmost, violating the higherranked RD constraint. 14 Obviously H-U cannot be satisfied by assigning main stress rightmost on the dislocated phrase as in (c) either, because this violates the higher ranked SF constraint.
We may now examine why focus occurs rightward even though it cannot occur rightmost. Failure to right-align the head of the U-phrase due to right dislocation does not stop H-I from favoring right-aligned heads on I-phrases, which pulls stress rightmost in the first I-phrase. Focus in turn matches the position of stress due to SF and therefore occurs rightward.
There is no fixed order among right dislocated constituents (Vallduví 1992) : for example, reversing the order of the dislocated items in (i) above does not affect its grammaticality. This implies that RD is insensitive to the internal structure of dislocated constituents, otherwise heavier constituents would precede lighter ones. This property is captured by defining condition (b) of RD as violated once for each RD-relevant phrasal node c-commanded by the dislocated item (i.e. following it), where 'RD-relevant' phrasal nodes are never dominated by any other phrasal node c-commanded by the dislocated item. 14 The empty head of Topic1 in structure (45) above is assumed to govern the trace of its complement so that T-Gov is satisfied across all competing structures. Even if T-gov were violated structure in (a) would remain grammatical under the ranking RD>>T-Gov. This is shown below where the postverbal focused subject in (a) shows a better aligned I-head on the first I-phrase than the structure with a preverbal subject in (b). Since H-I outranks EPP structure (a) is preferred to (b).
Like quantifier focus, right dislocation cases are problematic for approaches based on syntactic analyses of stress. Selecting the right daughter of any branching node as the prosodically most prominent incorrectly assigns main stress to right dislocated items. One might therefore be tempted to stipulate that right dislocated phrases are invisible to main stress assignment, as Zubizarreta (1998) does for English unfocused phrases. This choice fails to explain, however, why the distribution of prominence peaks in right dislocated constituents perfectly mirrors that of their non-dislocated counterparts, as further discussed in §5.1. The same distribution is unproblematic in the analysis proposed here where prominence is governed by the prosodic constraints, whatever the status of a constituent. Right dislocated constituents are then expected to show the same internal intonational contour of non-dislocated phrases and indeed they do. For example, the intonational contour for the right dislocated clause in (47) below, discernible as secondary and tertiary prominence peaks, perfectly mirrors the one associated to simple subjectverb declarative clauses.
(47) a.
Context: Who knew that Mary had left?
Lo sapeva Gianni f , che Maria era partita it knew.3sg John, that Mary was left JOHN knew it, that Mary had left
Conclusion
The analysis presented so far provides a unified account of Italian rightward focus while confirming Zubizarreta's insight about the role of prosody. The observation that focus is pulled rightward to improve prosodic alignment even when it cannot occur rightmost constitutes the best evidence for Zubizarreta's result and against positing a fixed focus position at the clause edge. The same observation, however, challenges a syntactic approach to stress assignment like Zubizarreta (1998) , which as it stands incorrectly assigns stress (and focus) rightmost even when this is disallowed. Such an approach does not appear to be easily revisable without reference to the very same prosodic constituents it was designed to avoid to let stress affect syntax prior to spell-out.
Once all ranking relations are pulled together, including the relation H-P>>Wrap established later in §5.2, we obtain the chart below expressing the relations between prosody and syntax responsible for rightward focus in Italian. The syntactic re-arrangement of the clause follows from the low rank of EPP and Stay relative to most prosodic constraints and SF. The higher rank enjoyed by Right Dislocation and T-gov relative to H-P and StressXP blocks stress and focus from occurring rightmost in the relevant contexts, but the prosodic nature of stress, here preserved, ensures that even in these cases stress is pulled as far right as possible, and focus with it due to SF.
(48) Italian:
RD SF H-I, T-Gov
The chart also highlights the intermingling of prosodic and syntactic constraints, supporting a model of the syntax-prosody interface where constraints are ranked individually rather than as constraints blocks.
Focus Fronting and Focus In-situ
Can the above analysis be extended to Italian focus fronting and focus in-situ? While an exhaustive analysis requires a paper of its own, in this section I propose contra Rizzi (1997) that these patterns are actually instances of rightward focus followed by right dislocation fully analogous to the right dislocation cases examined in §3.4 above.
This radical hypothesis has the theoretical merit of providing a unified analysis valid across all observed paradigms. It also finds significant preliminary support in Vallduvì (1992) and Frascarelli (2000) who showed that constituents following focus always present the prosodic and syntactic hallmarks of right dislocated phrases. Frascarelli showed that post-focus material is always wrapped in an I-phrase of its own, as is typical of right dislocated phrases. Vallduvì noted that arguments and adjuncts following focus are always freely ordered, again as is typical of right dislocated constituents. Vallduvì's test is applied to Italian focus fronting in (49) and to focus insitu in (50) below. In both cases the constituents following focus can occur in any order and are all preceded by an intonational fall and an optional pause. (Focus is marked by the subscript 'f', main stress in capital. 15 ) 15 Here main stress always falls on the fronted focus but according to Calabrese (p.c.) it is also possible to stress the unfocused verb that follows a fronted focused object carrying local pitch accent. The answer to 'What did Carl buy?' would then be as in (i) The right dislocation analysis is also supported by the study of negative polarity items. In Italian, negative polarity items (NPI) within VP must be licensed by a neg-marker in Iº or by a negative subject in specIP c-commanding them (Laka 1990 , Zanuttini 1991 ). Yet licensing is interrupted whenever postverbal NPIs are preceded by focus, precisely as predicted if the NPI have been right dislocated and therefore placed outside the licensing domain of their licenser (Samek-Lodovici 1996b).
Consider for example sentence (51) below where an indirect object NPI follows a focused object. Under the focus in-situ analysis the NPI should be grammatical because nothing prevents its licensing by the sentential neg-marker in Iº. Under the right dislocation analysis instead the same NPI lies outside the licensing domain of the neg-marker and the sentence is correctly predicted to be ungrammatical (consider again the position of right dislocated constituents in structure (44) above). Note that focus does not inherently interfere with NPI-licensing: when focus is rightmost, as in (52), NPI-licensing of the preceding indirect object occurs successfully.
(51) * Non ho dato le CHIAVI f , a nessuno.
Context: What haven't you given to anybody? not have.1sg given the keys to anybody I did not give the KEYS to anybody (52) Non ho dato a nessuno le CHIAVI f .
Context: What haven't you given to anybody? not have.1sg given to anybody the keys I did not give the KEYS to anybody
The same argument applies to focus fronting. A negative subject can license a negative object under sentence-wide focus; see (53) below where negative concord between licenser and licensee ensures that the clause is not interpreted as a double negative. The same negative subject ceases to license the NPI object as soon as it is focused in sentence initial position as in (54). This is unexpected if the focused subject is fronted into the specifier of a focus projection above IP as claimed in Rizzi (1997) , because in this case the subject would still c-command the negative object and should remain able to license it. Contrast this with the right dislocation analysis, where the entire IP-remnant 'ha visto nulla' is right dislocated and therefore no longer c-commanded by the focused subject. This leaves the NPI object unlicensed, correctly deriving the sentence ungrammatical status. Note that a non-negative object within the dislocated IP-remnant remains possible in (55), showing that no other factor but NPI-licensing is responsible for the ungrammaticality of (54). (53) The right dislocation analysis for (54) above also predicts that the negative object can be licensed again by inserting a negative marker within the dislocated phrase, a prediction confirmed by (56) below. As expected, (56) unlike (53) above is interpreted as a double negative because right dislocation severed the c-command relation between the initial subject and the following IPremnant necessary for negative concord. Under the proposed right dislocation analysis 'focus fronting' and 'focus in-situ' are purely descriptive terms characterizing structures where right dislocation is word order vacuous, giving the impression of focus fronting and focus in-situ. If this is correct, the conflict-based analysis that I have proposed here accounts for Italian new information focus in its entirety. All focus is pulled rightmost by the prosodic constraints and SF, except for the quantifier and right dislocation cases where focus only occurs as rightward as consistent with T-Gov and RD.
Constraint Conflict and Crosslinguistic Variation
Constraint reranking determines new resolutions of the underlying constraint conflicts, giving rise to crosslinguistic variation. Unlike parameters, which can set properties specific to a particular language independently from UG constraints, constraint reranking may at most affect which properties are prioritized among those already required by the constraints themselves (Grimshaw 1997) . The range of possible variation is thus directly determined by the universal constraints of grammar.
Under this more restrictive theory of variation it becomes impossible to introduce language specific provisions such as Zubizarreta's [ ± prosodic visibility] parameter governing the visibility of unfocused constituents to stress-assignment in each specific language or Vallduvì's [ ± plastic] parameter separating languages like Italian from those like English according to a stipulated degree of intrinsic flexibility in their syntax (Vallduvì 1991 , Engdahl & Vallduví 1994 . As this section will show, these parameters are unnecessary. The syntax and prosody of Italian, English, and other languages are governed by the same invariant set of universal constraints and the differences in their focus paradigms follow from the different rankings assigned to these constraints.
Focus in English: Syntax Affecting Prosody
The analysis of English focus is particularly complex due to the pragmatic and thematic factors that may affect the final position of stress (see among others Bolinger 1972 , Schmerling 1976 , Gussenhoven 1983 , Nespor & Vogel 1989 , Ladd 1996 . Once we abstract away from these factors we observe that English, like Italian, assigns main stress rightmost in focus-neutral contexts, 16 but unlike Italian it cannot focus its constituents rightward (with the exception of heavy-NP shift constructions to which I return in the next section,). Rather than having focus matching stress as in Italian, we observe main stress matching the canonical position of focused constituents even when they do not occur rightmost, see the examples below. The apparently inflexible syntax and flexible prosody of English, which led Vallduvì to assign it the [-plastic] parametric value, follows from the higher rank enjoyed by the syntactic constraints EPP and Stay relative to the prosodic constraints H-I and Wrap. For example, the structure for focused subject in (57) above, repeated in (a) below, beats the Italian-like alternative (b) with a postverbal subject because satisfying EPP takes priority over satisfying H-I through a properly aligned I-phrase head.
Main stress in turn is forced to fall on the focused preverbal subject by SF even though keeping stress rightmost as in (b) below would satisfy the lower ranked H-I.
a. F Non-final stress (I-phrase)
English preverbal focused subjects must also beat structure (b) below which avoids H-I and Stay violations by keeping the subject in specVP. This structure violates EPP, which was shown 16 Rightmost stress is viewed as the default pattern for English sentence-wide focus by a considerable body of literature, including Chomsky & Halle (1968) , Bresnan (1971 Bresnan ( , 1972 , Liberman and Prince (1977) , Ladd (1980 Ladd ( , 1996 , Rochemont (1986) , Nespor & Vogel (1986) , Halle & Vergnaud (1987) , Hayes (1995) , Selkirk (1995) , Cruttenden (1997) .
to outrank H-I in T12 above and will be shown to outrank Stay in T18 below. This suffices to make (b) suboptimal. It also leaves us with no possible inference about the rank of H-P despite its being violated by (b) as well.
In English, Stay outranks prosodic constraints too. Consider the focused object in (a) below, corresponding to sentence (58) above. It beats the rightmost focus alternative in (b) which unlike (a) satisfies Wrap and H-I by wrapping verb and object in a single P-phrase and keeping a rightmost headed I-phrase. But (b) violates the higher ranked Stay more than (a) due to the scrambled indirect object and this is sufficient to make it suboptimal.
The H-I and Wrap violations of (a) can also be avoided by keeping the indirect object unmoved while wrapping the entire VP into a single P-phrase, as in (b) below. But (b) violates StressXP and H-P showing that one or both of these constraints outrank H-I and Wrap.
The ranking relations responsible for the basic properties of English focus do not prevent its convergence with Italian on SVO word order and rightmost stress under sentence-wide focus. This is exactly what is expected since this is the neutral context where prosodic and syntactic constraints do not conflict and are therefore satisfied independently from each other, eliminating any ranking-related effect. This is shown in the tableaux below where the canonical structure in (a) with SVO word order and rightmost stress competes with alternative (b) stressing the preverbal subject. SF is neutral between the two and therefore structure (b) loses because it violates H-I.
The neutral sentence-wide focus context also establishes the higher rank of EPP relative to Stay. Consider simple transitive clauses like (a) and (b) below. The SVO structure in (a) fails Stay because the subject moves to specIP. The specVP subject in (b) avoids this violation but violates EPP. It also violates Wrap because VP is no longer wrapped in a single P-phrase. Since Stay outranks Wrap (see T15 above) the ungrammaticality of (b) must follow from EPP>>Stay.
The ranking relations necessary for English focus follow below. 17 Its apparently inflexible syntax follows from the higher rank of the syntactic constraints EPP and Stay relative to the 17 Prosodic destressing of unfocused constituents, involving actual effacement of prosodic structure, can be derived too provided that GEN is allowed to produce competitors with defective prosodic structures. For example, leaving the indirect object following a focused object prosodically unparsed as in (a) below provides better prosodic alignment for the I-phrase at the cost of StressXP, which is failed by the indirect object (see also Truckenbrodt 1995 
Constraint Intermingling in French
Is there any restriction on the possible ranking relations of syntactic and prosodic constraints? One interesting restriction is proposed in Szendröi (2001) who maintains that prosodic and syntactic constraints form two indivisible constraint blocks. Here I argue for the opposite view, claiming that intermingled prosodic and syntactic constraints can and do occur. The same conclusion is reached by Dehé (to appear) in her analysis of focus-induced word-order effects in English and German particle verbs.
A first instance of constraint intermingling already emerged from the analysis of Italian rightward focus in §3 above where EPP and Stay occur sandwiched between the prosodic constraints H-I and Wrap. Constraint reranking predicts a second possible case of intermingling where H-I is ranked lower than EPP but higher than Stay. As discussed in detail below this ranking focuses subjects preverbally, as in English, but internal arguments postverbally, as in Italian. This pattern is attested in English heavy-NP shift, which optionally shifts focused objects but not focused subjects rightwards (Rochemont 1986 , Rochemont & Culicover 1990 . 18 The same pattern is also found in French, as described below.
Like English, French normally shows stress matching the canonical position of a focused constituent. For example, a stressed preverbal subject like (60) below is deemed acceptable or only slightly marginal as an answer to the question 'Who has won?', whereas the inverted subject in (61) Zubizarreta however noted that the acceptability of clause-final focus significantly improves when it affects the object of a ditransitive construction (Zubizarreta 1998:146-148) . She observed for example that the clause-final object in (62) below is ungrammatical as an answer to a question focusing the entire VP like (63) but becomes marginally acceptable as an answer to a question focusing the object alone like (64). The inflexible position of focused subjects parallels that of English subjects and like them follows from ranking EPP higher than H-I as shown in T19 below. The clause-initial subject in (a) violates H-I and Stay but satisfies the higher ranked EPP, making the clause-final subject alternative in (b) suboptimal.
The flexible position of focused objects on the other hand parallels that of Italian internal arguments and like them follows from ranking H-I higher than Stay as shown in T20 below. Stranding the object in clause-final position as in (a) violates Stay but satisfies the higher-ranked H-I and is thus preferred to leaving the indirect object in-situ as in (b). 19 Once considered together T19 and T20 show that the focus pattern under scrutiny requires constraint intermingling, with prosodic H-I sandwiched between a higher EPP and a lower Stay.
A second instance of constraint intermingling follows from considering structure (b) below which outperforms (a) on Stay and Wrap by wrapping the entire VP into a single P-phrase. Structure (b) violates StressXP and H-P and its suboptimal status indicates that either or both of these constraints outrank Wrap and Stay. But Stay outranks Wrap, and therefore syntactic Stay emerges both dominating and dominated by prosodic constraints.
The remaining ranking relations for the focus pattern at issue have already been examined in T13 above for preverbal focused subjects (French raising past-participles do not affect the ranking relations there established) and in T6 and T7 above for clause-final focused objects. Once merged together with the relations established here they determine the chart below. Intermingling of prosodic and syntactic constraints is thus necessary to properly account for the variation in focus patterns observed across different languages. 
Prosodic Effects in Bantu Languages
The constraints underlying the Italian, English, and French focus paradigms examined above also determine the prosodic effects of focus in the Bantu languages Chi Mwi:ni, Chichewa, and Kimatuumbi analyzed in Truckenbrodt (1995 Truckenbrodt ( , 1999 . Except for the analysis of sentential prominence, to which I return in §4.3.2 below, the extension is straightforward because the prosodic constraints are fundamentally the same ones proposed by Truckenbrodt in his analysis.
As for the syntactic constraints, in all three languages they must be ranked sufficiently high in the hierarchy to ensure that the syntactic structure remains invariant across distinct focus contexts. Consequently the variation induced by focus is restricted to the prosodic layout and follows from the different rankings of the prosodic constraints Wrap, Stress-XP, and the constraint NonRec against recursive prosodic phrasing. Truckenbrodt's analysis is summarized in table (66) below showing the distinct prosodic structures assigned to a ditransitive VP by each language when the entire VP is focused. When StressXP is lowest, the whole VP is wrapped into a single P-phrase (Chichewa). When Wrap is lowest, all projections are phrasally stressed (Chi Mwi:ni). When NonRec is lowest, recursive P-phrases make it possible to wrap the VP and phrasally stress all projections (Kimatuumbi). H-P is omitted because satisfied across the board while 'XP' stands for NP or PP depending on the language. Evidence for the different prosodic structures is reviewed in Truckenbrodt (1995 Truckenbrodt ( , 1997 Truckenbrodt ( , 1999 .
The same rankings determine the effects of focus when it applies to specific constituents (Truckenbrodt 1995) . To illustrate this point and examine the interactions with syntax in greater detail I examine the case of Chichewa at length in the two sections below.
Focus Effects on P-phrasing in Chichewa
Chichewa P-phrases are easily detected through the systematic vowel lengthening of the penultimate syllable of the P-phrasal head (Kanerva 1990a (Kanerva , 1990b . Under sentence-wide focus Chichewa's preverbal subjects are wrapped in a P-phrase of their own followed by a P-phrase for the entire verbal phrase, see the two examples below from Kanerva (1990a: 102, 104 When focus targets specific constituents or syntactic heads, they occur in a P-phrase of their own and so do all following constituents; compare the focused VP in example (a) below, with a single P-phrase for the entire sentence, with the multiple P-phrases necessary for object and verb focus in examples (b) and (c) (Kanerva 1990a:98) . Let us start with the structure for VP focus in (68) above repeated in (a) below, where focus coincides with the entire sentence and gives rise to a single P-phrase. As mentioned above, this structure follows when StressXP is ranked lower than NonRec and Wrap (Truckenbrodt 1995) , making the alternative prosodic layouts in (b) and (c) with multiple and recursive P-phrases suboptimal.
When the verb is focused, the verb and its following arguments are each wrapped on a P-phrase of their own as in (a) below. The associated violation of Wrap cannot be avoided without violating higher ranked constraints, as shown in (b)-(e). Using a single P-phrase for the entire VP as in (b) violates H-P (note that StressXP is here irrelevant since T22 proved it lower ranked than Wrap). Using recursive P-phrases to wrap the VP while stressing its arguments as in (c) violates NonRec. Using a rightmost stressed P-phrase as in (d) violates SF. Finally, shifting the arguments leftwards to leave a wrapped VP behind as in (e) violates Stay, showing this syntactic constraint ranked higher than prosodic Wrap and StressXP. The same holds for EPP, which we can consider higher ranked than Stay on the basis of the examples in (67) if their preverbal subjects have raised to SpecIP.
Another possible competitor is given in (b) below, with a P-phrase for the focused verb and another for its arguments. This structure is readily eliminated because it fails StressXP on the object without bringing any benefits elsewhere. It shows, however, that Wrap cannot be gradient, i.e. violated once for each phrasal boundary cutting into the VP. This would assign (a) more Wrap violations than (b) and require the ranking StressXP>>Wrap to eliminate (b), contradicting the ranking found necessary for the focus neutral case in T22 above.
Chichewa turns out to be very similar to English, with focus affecting prosody rather than syntax due to the high rank enjoyed by syntactic constraints. The difference lies in the relatively high rank of Wrap among the prosodic constraints, which as Truckenbrodt showed causes the wrapping of every constituent following focus. The corresponding chart follows below. 
Deriving Variation in Prosodic Culmination
The above similarities between Chichewa and English contrast with their sharp divergence with respect to stress culmination. Chichewa is a non-culminant language, i.e. it does not always show a single main sentential stress. Instead the heads of any available phonological phrases emerge with the same stress, tone realization and intonation, providing no stress-related cue to what constituent is focused (Downing 2003, p.c.) . For example, according to Downing (2003) the three sentences in (68) above differ only in their phonological phrasing but no phonetic correlate marks the focused constituent as more prominent than the constituents following it.
This important divergence could be accounted for via a culmination parameter governing the number of U-level prosodic peaks per sentence in each language. As is often the case with parameters this solution would describe the observed difference but not explain it. In this section I would instead like to explore an alternative analysis more firmly rooted in our current knowledge of the prosodic organization of the utterance.
At first sight, strict compliance with Selkirk's prosodic hierarchy would force us to identify every prosodic peak with the head of a corresponding U-phrase. Under this hypothesis example (c) in (68) above would have the representation below and culminant and non-culminant languages would differ in the number of U-phrases allowed for in a single utterance. This representation however runs against Kanerva's description of Chichewa's I-phrases, which in the above case should encompass the entire utterance in a single I-phrase (Kanerva 1990a (Kanerva , 1990b . If this is correct, the final representation must reconcile the presence of multiple prominence peaks at the U-level with the single U-phrase projected by the single I-phrase proposed by Kanerva. This yields the representation below with a single I-phrase, a single U-phrase, but with each P-phrase allowed to project its head across all prosodic layers. This structure challenges the assumption that prosodic constituents have unique heads and that focus is more prominent than unfocused items. While these are fundamental issues that deserve further investigation it is worth examining what consequences the attempt to reconcile the properties of Chichewa with our knowledge of prosody has for the model proposed so far.
I assume that the multiple prosodic heads of (71) above are introduced by a stronger version of StressXP -call it StressXP All -requiring lexical projections to be stressed across all prosodic layers, I-and U-phrases included. StressXP All is violated once for each prosodic layer where a lexical projection is not matched by a prosodic head.
(72) StressXP All .
A lexically headed XP must contain phrasal stress across all layers of the prosodic hierarchy.
Chichewa's lack of culmination in (71) then follows because StressXP All outranks H-U and H-I, whereas the opposite ranking can be expected to hold in culminant languages. Structure (71), repeated in (a) below, satisfies StressXP All at the cost of multiple violations of H-U and H-I caused by the misaligned heads on the verb and the object, but the culminant alternative in (b), lacking multiple heads and therefore incurring less violations on H-U and H-I, violates the higherranked StressXP All four times (failures of StressXP All are represented as '_').
The same constraint ranking allows for the culminant U-phrase that emerges when the entire VP is focused in example (a) in (68) above. The corresponding structure in (a) below satisfies all head-alignment constraints as well as Wrap and NonRec, but it violates StressXP All three times because the object is left unstressed (the VP is stressed vicariously via its indirect object). As the tableaux shows, H-P, Wrap and NonRec block any competitors with less StressXP All violations than (a). For example, stressing the object across all layers as in (b) violates H-P because the Pphrasal stress is not aligned (H-I and H-U are violated too but they are lower ranked than StressXP All ). Using two P-phrases to avoid the H-P violation as in (c) violates Wrap, and using recursion to satisfy both H-P and Wrap at once as in (d) violates NonRec. By dominating StressXP All these three constraints ensure that the VP is parsed within a single P-phrase stressed on its rightmost item alone.
Chichewa's non-culminant structures also affect the relation between focus and prominence. The focused verb in (71) above fails to be the most prominent item as required by the SF constraint. At the same time it is precisely the need to make focus prominent that determines the changes in prosodic structure associated with focused verbs. This suggests that SF should be replaced by a weaker constraint SF ' demanding that focus receive the highest prosodic prominence but allowing focus to share it with other items where necessary.
The new SF' constraint is satisfied by (71), repeated again in (a) below, but failed by the structure in (b) with the focused verb unstressed. But (b) satisfies Wrap, H-P, and NonRec by wrapping the VP in a single rightmost headed P-phrase. Without SF', (b) would win because as we saw in T26 Wrap outranks StressXP All . Since (a) wins, SF' must outrank Wrap. 20
A final set of ranking relations is established in the tableaux below, showing Wrap dominated by H-P, NonRec, and Stay. Each of the competitors in (b)-(d) avoids the Wrap violation of the optimal structure (a) by a different strategy. Competitor (b) uses a single P-phrase, incurring H-P violations for each misaligned P-phrasal head. Competitor (c) uses recursion, failing NonRec. Competitor (c) uses syntactic leftward shift, violating Stay. 20 The optimalist readers might be tempted by the hypothesis of a gradient SF Grad best satisfied when focus is the single most prominent item but also favoring shared highest prominence over non-highest prominence where necessary. This hypothesis is wrong. In T25 above SF Grad favors (b) over (a), forcing the ranking StressXP All >>{SF Grad , H-I, H-U} to keep (a) optimal. At the same time Wrap outranks StressXP All , as shown by the competition below where SF Grad is irrelevant. This yields the ranking Wrap>>StressXP All >>{SF Grad , H-I, H-U} which incorrectly lets (b) beat the attested structure (a) in competition T27 above. 
{H-I, H-U}
The analysis of Chichewa completes the analysis of the prosody-syntax interface. Crosslinguistic differences in the syntactic and prosodic expression of focus, potentially including differences in culmination too, follow immediately from a limited set of conflicting universal constraints. The next section turns to alternative accounts based on syntactic analyses of stress and discusses in detail some of their most problematic aspects.
Syntactic Models of Stress and their Consequences
As discussed in the introduction, minimalist analyses of rightward focus like Zubizarreta's 1998 must rely on a syntactic analysis of stress assignment to avoid contradicting the theoretical tenet that overt syntactic derivation logically precedes phonological expression (see also Brunetti 2003) . As I argue in §5.1 below, divorcing main stress from prosodic structure runs against the intrinsic similarity of main and secondary stress. Furthermore, main stress' sensitivity to complement selection in languages like German, which could appear to support a syntactic approach, has been shown to follow from the prosodic constraints by Truckenbrodt (1995) , see §5.2 below. Syntactic approaches also force an unnecessary parametric analysis of crosslinguistic stress systems which fails to capture the invariant nature of the prosodic constraints governing them, see §5.3,.
The Challenge of Bengali
There are strong theoretical and empirical reasons against modeling stress syntactically. To begin with, it cannot capture the distribution of main stress in a variety of languages. We already examined in §3 Italian structures carrying non-final stress which defy a purely syntactic determination via the right-branching path of the syntactic tree. Even more problematic are languages that switch head-polarity across prosodic layers. One such language is Bengali, where I-phrases are right-headed but P-phrases are left-headed (Hayes and Lahiri 1991:55) . Rightheaded I-phrases emerge most clearly in focus-neutral clauses like (77) below, where main stress falls on the head of the rightmost available P-phrase. Left-headed P-phrases become visible when specific constituents are focused, as is the case with the focused object in the example below. As in English, main stress falls on the focused object, but the head of its P-phrase occurs leftmost rather than rightmost (all examples come from Hayes & Lahiri, 1991:56 . Some of the original symbols have been replaced with the corresponding IPA symbols). (79) was assigned on the basis of the primary and secondary stress pattern supplied by Lahiri (p.c.) whereas for (80) see Hayes & Lahiri 1991:62 The above examples show that main stress is sensitive to P-phrasal prominence because it always falls on the head of the relevant P-phrase. This supports the prosodic analysis of stress adopted here where stress is determined by the accumulation of prosodic heads across prosodic levels. A syntactic model of Bengali stress would have to be sensitive to the very same prosodic domains from which it is assumed to be divorced, allocating prominence to the rightward branches of the syntactic tree while within the domain of the I-phrase, but switching to leftward branches when reaching the domain of the relevant P-phrase. This defeats the very purpose of a syntactic theory of stress because the algorithm would once again require access to post spell-out prosodic structures.
The tight relation between main stress and prosodic structure also emerges when comparing main and secondary stress. Both types of stress emerge from the stacking of prosodic heads across prosodic layers and are therefore described by the same empirical generalizations. If main and secondary stress are respectively syntactically and prosodically assigned these similarities become a mystery. For example, the words carrying secondary stress under sentence-wide focus in the above Bengali examples always become the ones carrying main stress when the corresponding constituent is focused. This is expected under the prosodic analysis followed here but becomes a coincidence if main and secondary stress are unrelated phenomena as for example maintained in Zubizarreta (1998) .
The same reasoning applies to the stress systems of other languages. We have already seen the case for Italian at the end of §3.4 above while an example for English is illustrated by the two sentences below: the word in the subject carrying secondary stress under sentence-wide focus in (81) is the one carrying main stress when the subject is focused in (82).
[The order to attack was issued yesterday] f Context: What happened?
[The order to attack] f was issued yesterday Context: What was issued yesterday?
The shared nature of primary and secondary stress is also supported by the several analyses of word-stress retraction caused by stress-clash (Prince 1983 , Nespor 1990 , Selkirk 1984 , Hayes 1995 . All these analyses presuppose that secondary and main stress share the same representation in terms of cumulated grid marks. A syntactic approach to main stress would have to represent main stress prosodically in order to account for these phenomena but that makes its syntactic representation redundant.
In conclusion, syntactic models of stress are untenable because they cannot account for the distributional and representational aspects stemming from its prosodic nature. This in turn makes prosody-induced clause-final focus in Italian and other Romance languages a significant challenge for any framework where overt syntactic derivation logically precedes the deployment of prosodic structure.
The Adjunct/Argument Asymmetry
While stress cannot be purely syntactically determined, we may wonder whether syntax may at least directly affect its distribution. Of particular interest is the observation that stress can be sensitive to the adjunct/argument distinction (Schmerling 1976 , Gussenhoven 1984 , Selkirk 1984 . For example in German head final clauses stress obligatorily falls on preverbal objects, see (83) below, but ignores preverbal adjuncts, see (84) . (83) Ein Junge hat ein BUCH gelesen Context: sentence-wide focus a boy has a book read A boy read a book (84) Ein Junge hat in einem Sessel GELESEN Context: sentence-wide focus a boy has in an armchair read A boy has been reading in an armchair Truckenbrodt (1995:234-244) shows that even this asymmetry follows from the constraints StressXP and Wrap (but see Büring & Gutierrez-Bravo 2002 for some interesting exceptions). As we saw in §2.4 these constraints distinguish between complements and adjuncts. Parsing the VP in (83) above into a single P-phrase headed on the object satisfies Wrap and StressXP; the phrasal stress on the object eventually becomes the main stress of the entire sentence. In contrast, the VP-adjoined adjunct of (84) is wrapped on a P-phrase of its own, as in (86) below. It is the phrasal stress of the rightmost P-phrase, which contains the verb alone, that eventualy becomes the main stress of the sentence. The adjunct/argument asymmetry thus follows from the concomitant action of Wrap and StressXP. It is only visible, however, in languages that rank StressXP and Wrap sufficiently high. In particular, while the adjunct prosodic structure in (86) satisfies all prosodic constraints and is thus favored independently of any prosody-internal ranking, the prosodic structure for arguments in (83) above requires Wrap and StressXP to dominate H-P, else H-P rules out the left-headed P-phrase in (85). The conflict is shown in T29 below, where non-final stress in (a) requires Wrap and StressXP to outrank H-P else stress falls rightmost as in (b) and (c). Changing the ranking effectively prevents Wrap and StressXP from assigning prominence to non-final arguments. For example, in the Italian clause in (87) below the subject in specIP shares the same projection of the lexical verb in Iº much like the object does with the verb in the German example (83) above, yet the subject receives its own P-phrase and stress remains final. This prosodic structure follows because Italian ranks H-P higher than Wrap. This penalizes wrapping subject and verb into a single subject-headed P-phrase, making the alternative in (b) below suboptimal. Italian also ranks StressXP above Wrap, as already established in §3.2 above; this forces subjects into a P-phrase of their own in order to get phrasal stress and militates against having a single verb-headed P-phrase like the one in (c) below. In conclusion, syntactic selection does play a role in the assignment of stress but only indirectly so by affecting the assessment of Wrap and StressXP and only in languages with the appropriate ranking relations. Moreover, the main effects of syntactic selection do not require a syntactic theory of stress and follow naturally from Truckenbrodt's constraints.
Describing Variation through Parameters
Overlooking constraint conflict naturally leads to viewing crosslinguistic differences as language specific idiosyncratic properties eventually to be dealt with parametrically. Zubizarreta's analysis of stress is a case in point. It successfully identifies the properties shared by the Italian, German, English and French stress systems but must eventually account for the few remaining differences via language-specific properties and devices. Consequently, a first parameter is posited to govern whether stress is sensitive to syntactic selection (e.g. German stress is, Italian stress is not) while a second parameter is necessary to determine whether unfocused constituents are visible or invisible to the stress assignment algorithm (for example Italian constituents are assumed to be visible but not English ones).
The problem with parameters, even when cleverly designed, is that they introduce new properties not already mandated by UG-constraints. They thus constitute language-specific juxtapositions that can be changed at will without affecting the content of UG-constraints, effectively dissociating the theory of crosslinguistic variation from UG.
This dissociation is not supported by the empirical evidence at our disposal. Most proposed parameters turn out to affect the same linguistic properties governed by UG constraints even though there is no logical necessity for them to do so. The absence of much wilder and unrelated parameters might be welcome but it actually constitutes a distribution gap that demands an explanation.
The same issue does not apply to conflict-base analyses where crosslinguistic variation is directly and exclusively governed by the universal constraints of grammar. All linguistic properties follow from their content. Only constraint ranking remains parametric but it can never introduce a property or device not already required by UG-constraints. It is this property that made it possible to analyze different focus and stress paradigms as distinct resolutions of conflicts that are inherent to UG-constraints alone, thus dispensing with any language-specific property or device.
Conclusions
The diverging focus paradigms from Italian and English presented at the outset of this study are no longer puzzling: both languages share the same fundamental constraints for prosodic and syntactic representations but their different rankings determine divergent solutions for the problem of how to match stress with focus. The same constraints also account for the complex internal articulation of the Italian paradigm, for additional focus paradigms in French and Chichewa, and for specific prosodic properties in Chi Mwi:ni, Kimatuumbi and German.
The only constraints directly pertinent to the prosody-syntax interface are Wrap and StressXP -or possibly StressXP All -which set minimal conditions over the mapping of syntactic structures into prosodic phrases. All other constraints refer to the sole syntactic or prosodic aspects of linguistic representations. The analysis thus supports a modular view of syntax and prosody where interface effects follow from their conflicting demands and the associated resolutions determined through constraint ranking.
The analysis has also shown that syntactic and prosodic constraints can and do intermingle. This diverges from Szendröi's (2001) hypothesis grouping them into separate constraint blocks. It is perhaps worth stressing that constraint intermingling does not affect modularity. Modularity pertains to the definition of the constraints whereas intermingling concerns only their ranking. Consequently intermingling only affects the range of possible solutions for any conflict involving prosodic and syntactic constraints. A ban on intermingling eliminates all solutions determined by intermingled rankings and thus reduces the range of crosslinguistic variation, but it cannot have any effects on the degree of modularity of the analysis. 21 Before concluding we may briefly consider whether an analysis of this kind can be extended to additional languages. In many ways this effort is already under way and the reader may look at the OT-analyses respectively proposed for aspects of the focus paradigms of German, Spanish, Hungarian, Italian, and English in Büring (2001 Büring ( , 2002 Büring ( , 2003 , Büring & Gutierrez-Bravo (2002) , Szendröi (2001 Szendröi ( , 2002 , and Dehé (to appear). A more fundamental question is whether the analysis can be extended even to tone and pitch-accent languages lacking accentual stress or with lexically specified pitch-accents. Ladd (2001) notes that even in these languages it could be argued that stress is present and identified via intonational cues to local prominence or emphasis, mentioning how Chinese and Japanese may signal local emphasis by local widening of the overall pitch range. Some of these languages can also signal intonational boundaries via specific tones, as is for example the case in Chinese and Thai (Ladd, 2001) , or use increased duration to signal contrastive focus, as claimed for Bejing Mandarin by Chen (2002) . This raises the interesting possibility that these languages differ more in the phonetic correlate of prosodic prominence rather than in the prosodic structure proper and that once this difference is better understood these languages too could undergo the kind of analysis proposed in this study.
